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Looking for something to read? See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful. We will be adding to the list over time. 
 

[Posted: October 19, 2022—9:30 AM EDT] Global equity markets are mixed today.  In 

Europe, the Euro Stoxx 50 is currently up 0.9% from its prior close. In Asia, the MSCI Asia 

Apex 50 Index closed down 2.1%. Chinese markets were lower, with the Shanghai Composite 

and the Shenzhen Composite were down 1.2%, respectively. U.S. equity index futures are 

signaling a slightly higher open.  

 

For Q3 S&P 500 earnings, current earnings are $55.80 per share compared to estimates of 

$55.45.  Of the 35 companies reporting thus far, 68.6% have exceeded expectations while 22.9% 

have not.  
 

The Confluence macro team publishes a plethora of research reports and multimedia offerings on 

a weekly and quarterly basis, all available on our website. We highlight recent publications 

below, with new items of the day emphasized in bold:  
 

• Bi-Weekly Geopolitical Report (10/10/2022) (with associated podcast) “Europe’s New 

Right-Wing Leaders” 

• Weekly Energy Update (10/14/2022): In this week’s report we do a deep dive on the 

difficult choices facing the Biden administration in terms of dealing with Saudi Arabia.  

We also show the sweet/sour composition of the SPR.   

• Asset Allocation Quarterly – Q4 2022 (10/18/2022): Discussion of our asset allocation 

process, Q4 2022 portfolio changes, and our outlook for the markets 

• Asset Allocation Q3 2022 Rebalance Presentation (8/4/2022): Video presentation 

featuring the Asset Allocation Committee as they review our asset allocation strategies, 

recent portfolio changes, and the current macro environment 

• Asset Allocation Bi-Weekly (10/17/2022) (with associated podcast): “An Update on 

Bonds” 

• Confluence of Ideas podcast (8/9/2022): “The 2022 Outlook: Update #2” 

• Current Perspectives: “2022 Outlook: Update #2 – The Tails Become Fatter” 

(7/12/2022)  

• Charts Worth Noting: Contribution to CPI and the Fed’s Decision 

 

Our Comment today opens with an update on the Russia-Ukraine war, including reports that 

Iranian military personnel have been deployed to Russian-occupied Crimea to help Russian 

forces operate their Iranian-supplied drones.  We next review a wide range of other international 

and U.S. developments with the potential to affect the financial markets today, including news 
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http://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/reading-list/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/weekly_geopolitical_report_10_10_2022.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/podcasts/geopolitical-podcast/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/wkly_energy_Oct_14_2022.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/wkly_energy_Oct_14_2022.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/wkly_energy_Oct_14_2022.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/wkly_energy_Oct_14_2022.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/Asset_Allocation_Quarterly_Q422.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/quarterly-rebalance-presentation/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/AAW_Oct_17_2022.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/podcasts/asset-allocation-weekly-podcast/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/podcasts/confluence-of-ideas/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/2022_Outlook_Update2_Jul2022.pdf
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that the Biden administration is planning further sales of crude oil from the country’s Strategic 

Petroleum Reserve in a bid to hold down energy prices. 

 

Russia-Ukraine:  As Russian forces remain under pressure in both the northeastern Ukrainian 

region of the Donbas and the southern region around Kherson, they continue to strike back with 

waves of missile, air, and kamikaze drone attacks on Ukraine’s civilian infrastructure.  New 

reports indicate that members of Iran’s Islamic Republican Guards Corps have deployed to 

Russian-occupied Crimea to either advise the Russians on how to make better use of their Iran-

supplied drones or to operate those drones themselves.  The presence of the Iranians illustrates 

how the war could potentially widen over time.  Indeed, some European officials have already 

called for tougher sanctions on Iran because of its support for Russia (the situation is also rapidly 

pushing European officials toward giving up on re-instituting the 2015 deal limiting Iran’s 

nuclear program).  A Ukrainian strike on Crimea that killed IRGC members could be especially 

dangerous since it could encourage even greater Iranian involvement in the conflict. 

• General Sergei Surovikin, the newly appointed commander of Russia’s invasion force,  

warned yesterday that the situation was “not at all easy” for his troops trying to hold 

Kherson, and that “difficult decisions cannot be ruled out.”   The statements probably aim 

to prepare the Russian people in case the military is forced to abandon the city in the 

coming days, as appears increasingly likely. 

• Russian authorities in occupied Kherson are reportedly moving thousands of Ukrainian 

citizens out of the city and deeper into Russian-held territory, ostensibly to protect them 

from the Ukrainian military’s upcoming assault, but also likely as bargaining chips or to 

keep them from helping the Ukrainian military once it regains the city. 

 

Global Energy Market:  Spot rates for liquified natural gas tankers have risen to yet another 

record this week of approximately $450,000 per day, compared with a range of just $30,000 to 

$300,000 in 2021.  The jump in rates illustrates how the energy-supply disruptions from the war 

in Ukraine have increased demand for LNG.  Spot rates for LNG tankers are expected to keep 

rising during the winter. 

 

United Kingdom:  As shown in the data tables below, the U.K.’s September consumer price 

index was up 10.1% year-over-year, accelerating from the 9.9% increase in the year-to-August 

and matching the highest rate in four decades.  After stripping out the volatile food and energy 

components, the September Core CPI was up 6.5%, accelerating from a 6.3% rise in the year-to-

August.  The re-acceleration in inflation ensures that the Bank of England will implement 

another big interest-rate hike at its next policy meeting in November. 

 

China-United Kingdom-Australia:  The British and Australian militaries are both investigating 

reports that some of their former air force pilots were offered lucrative financial deals to teach 

Chinese pilots how to fly western attack aircraft.  The approaches were made through a flight 

school based in South Africa.  According to a British official, some serving pilots were also 

solicited.  The incident suggests China is looking for ways to better understand and learn 

Western war-fighting skills as it ramps up its own military forces. 

 

https://www.rferl.org/a/ukraine-russia-crisis-crosshairs-live-briefing/31668477.html
https://www.understandingwar.org/backgrounder/russian-offensive-campaign-assessment-october-18
https://www.understandingwar.org/backgrounder/russian-offensive-campaign-assessment-october-18
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russia-launches-fresh-missile-strikes-widening-attacks-on-ukrainian-power-plants-11666091361?mod=hp_lead_pos6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russia-launches-fresh-missile-strikes-widening-attacks-on-ukrainian-power-plants-11666091361?mod=hp_lead_pos6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russia-moves-ukrainians-from-captured-kherson-as-moscows-grip-weakens-11666177890?mod=hp_lead_pos6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russia-moves-ukrainians-from-captured-kherson-as-moscows-grip-weakens-11666177890?mod=hp_lead_pos6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/lng-freight-rates-hit-450-000-a-day-as-russia-disrupts-fuel-supplies-11666171982?mod=hp_lista_pos1
https://www.wsj.com/articles/lng-freight-rates-hit-450-000-a-day-as-russia-disrupts-fuel-supplies-11666171982?mod=hp_lista_pos1
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-k-inflation-reaches-10-1-as-government-u-turns-cloud-outlook-11666166026?mod=hp_lead_pos2
https://www.ft.com/content/91ec25af-6dcd-47da-995d-2a07510eac01
https://www.ft.com/content/91ec25af-6dcd-47da-995d-2a07510eac01
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China-Taiwan-Japan:  The world’s most important manufacturer of advanced computer chips, 

Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing (TSM, $63.71) is reportedly considering expanding its 

fabrication capacity in Japan to reduce its geopolitical risk.  As we have long highlighted, the 

company is at risk as China puts increasing political, economic, and military pressure on Taiwan 

to reunify with the mainland. 

• The company has already begun building new capacity out of harm’s way, including in 

the U.S. 

• The latest reporting suggests that the company will continue to diversify its production 

capacity in the future. 

 

Turkey:  To bolster his chances for re-election in an upcoming poll, President Erdoğan has 

launched a $50-billion, state-subsidized housing construction program for lower income citizens.  

More than seven million have already signed up for the new housing units.  Of course, the 

increased spending will likely exacerbate Turkey’s sky-high inflation and put further downward 

pressure on the lira. 

 

U.S. Energy Market:  Today, President Biden plans to announce that the Energy Department 

will sell the last 15 million barrels of crude oil out of the 180 million barrels he authorized for 

sale from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve in March.  He will also direct the Energy Department 

to prepare for more sales from the approximately 400 million barrels left in the reserve if Russia 

or other petroleum-producing nations continue to disrupt world markets.  The sales to date have 

helped push down prices for gasoline, diesel, jet fuel, and other petroleum products that had been 

driven up by supply shortages related to the war in Ukraine. 

 

U.S. Labor Market:  Workers for Amazon (AMZN, $116.36) in upstate New York voted 

against unionizing, despite a successful unionization vote at an Amazon facility on Staten Island 

earlier this year.  Even though the tight U.S. labor market has generated successful unionization 

drives at a range of service companies recently, the Amazon vote shows that the trend isn’t 

universal or set in stone. 

 

U.S. Economic Releases  

 

Elevated borrowing costs continue to hamper demand for mortgage requests. According to the 

Mortgage Bankers Association, mortgage applications fell 4.5% in the week ending October 14. 

Most of the drop in applications was due to homeowners refusing to refinance at current 

mortgage rates. The average 30-year fixed-rate loan rose 13 bps from 6.81% to 6.94%. As a 

result, the tracker for refinancing fell 6.8% from the prior week, while purchase index fell 3.7% 

in the same period. 

 

Residential construction fell sharply in September. According to the Census Bureau, housing 

starts expanded at an annualized rate of 1439k last month. The reading was below estimates of 

1461k and the previous month’s reading of 1575k. Despite the slowdown in construction 

projects, there was a slight pickup in applications for future construction ventures. Building 

permits expanded at annualized pace of 1564k last month. The figure was above the estimate of 

1530k, and the previous month’s revised reading of 1542k. 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/chip-maker-tsmc-weighs-expansion-in-japan-to-reduce-geopolitical-risk-11666170453?mod=hp_lista_pos4
https://www.wsj.com/articles/chip-maker-tsmc-weighs-expansion-in-japan-to-reduce-geopolitical-risk-11666170453?mod=hp_lista_pos4
https://www.ft.com/content/b8ed297d-c054-4454-878b-e07656e764aa
https://www.ft.com/content/b8ed297d-c054-4454-878b-e07656e764aa
https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-to-address-gasoline-prices-as-options-diminish-11666128325?mod=politics_lead_pos2
https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-to-address-gasoline-prices-as-options-diminish-11666128325?mod=politics_lead_pos2
https://www.wsj.com/articles/amazon-workers-in-upstate-new-york-await-results-on-union-vote-11666085403?mod=business_lead_pos10
https://www.wsj.com/articles/amazon-workers-in-upstate-new-york-await-results-on-union-vote-11666085403?mod=business_lead_pos10
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The chart above shows the annualized pace of single and multi-family home starts. Single-family 

home starts expanded at an annualized rate of 892k, while multi-family dwellings expanded at an 

annualized rate of 547k. The decline in housing starts may reflect a slowdown in real estate 

investment.  

 

The table below lists the economic releases and/or Federal Reserve events scheduled for the rest 

of the day. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EST Speaker or Event

13:00 Neel Kashkari Takes Part in Moderated Q&A President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis

14:00 U.S. Federal Reserve Releases Beige Book Federal Reserve Board

18:30 Charles Evans Discusses the Economic Outlook President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago

18:30 James Bullard Gives Welcome Remarks at Annual Lecture President of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

Economic Releases

 No economic releases for the rest of today

Federal Reserve

District or Position
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Charts Worth Noting 
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On a year-over-year basis, U.S. consumer prices decelerated to an eight-month low in 

September. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the Consumer Price Index (CPI) rose 

8.2% from the prior year, which is down from the previous month's reading of 8.3%. This 

slowdown in price increases was related to declines in energy and food prices. Despite the 

overall dip in headline CPI, there were signs of accelerating broad-based inflation, particularly in 

services. Shelter inflation rose to a 40-year high, while airline fares accelerated at their second-

fastest pace in history. Although we believe inflation will continue to decelerate, we are less 

confident that core inflation will fall to 5% by the end of the year.  

 

The latest CPI report will force the Fed to maintain its aggressive tightening throughout the year, 

but there is still hope for a pause in 2023. Last month's disappointing report has forced Fed 

officials to support more rate hikes to curb inflation. The most recent CME FedWatch forecast 

tool shows a near 100% chance of a 75 bps hike in November. That said, there are voices within 

the committee that would like to slow down the pace of hikes. Kansas City Fed President Esther 

George urged policymakers to raise rates at a moderate pace toward the restrictive level. 

Meanwhile, San Francisco Fed President Mary Daly would like the rate to hit between 4.5% and 

5.0% before the Fed pauses. As the economy heads toward recession, officials will be hesitant to 

keep raising rates; thus, 2023 may be the year that the Fed ends its tightening cycle.   

 

 

 

https://www.cmegroup.com/trading/interest-rates/countdown-to-fomc.html
https://www.cmegroup.com/trading/interest-rates/countdown-to-fomc.html
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Foreign Economic News 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis. The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below. Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators. The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important. We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change. Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market. Red 

indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are following 

closely for possible complications, and green indicates neutral conditions. We will add a 

paragraph below if any development merits further explanation. 

 

 
 

Financial Markets 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis. Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above. We will add a paragraph below if a 

certain move merits further explanation. 
 

   
 

 

Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

Australia Westpac Leading Index m/m Sep -0.04% -0.05% -0.16 ** Equity and bond neutral

EUROPE

Eurozone Construction output y/y Aug 2.3% 1.5% 2.1% * Equity and bond neutral

CPI y/y Sep F 9.9% 9.1% 10.0% *** Equity and bond neutral

Core CPI y/y Sep F 4.8% 4.8% 4.8% ** Equity and bond neutral

UK CPI y/y Sep 10.1% 9.9% 10.0% *** Equity and bond neutral

Core CPI y/y Sep 6.5% 6.3% 6.4% *** Equity and bond neutral

RPI y/y Sep 12.6% 12.3% 12.4% ** Equity and bond neutral

RPI Ex Mort Int.Payments y/y Sep 12.4% 12.2% 12.2% ** Equity and bond neutral

PPI Output NSA y/y Sep 15.9% 16.1% 16.4% * Equity and bond neutral

PPI Input NSA y/y Sep 20.0% 20.5% 20.9% * Equity and bond neutral

AMERICAS

Canada Industrial Prices m/m Sep 0.1% -1.2% -1.6% ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Raw Material Prices m/m Sep -3.2% -4.2% -4.3% * Equity bearish, bond bullish

CPI y/y Sep 6.90% 7.00% 6.70% *** Equity and bond neutral

Mexico International Reserves Weekly w/w 14-Oct 196.56b 196.96b * Equity and bond neutral

Fixed Income Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 423 419 4 Up

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 382 380 2 Up

TED spread (bps) 41 39 2 Widening

U.S. Sibor/OIS spread (bps) 399 396 3 Up

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 404 400 4 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 4.08 4.01 0.07 Up

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) 146 146 0 Neutral

Currencies Direction

Dollar Up Up

Euro Down Down

Yen Down Down

Pound Down Down

Franc Down Down
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Commodity Markets 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
 

 
 

Weather 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts currently call for warmer-than-normal temperatures east of the 

Mississippi River and the Great Plains, with cooler-than-normal temperatures for the rest of the 

country. Wetter-than-normal conditions are anticipated for most of the country, with drier-than-

normal conditions in New England and the Mid-Atlantic.   
 

There are currently no tropical disturbances in the Gulf Coast, Caribbean, and Atlantic Ocean 

areas expected within the next five days, in a sign that we are approaching the end to hurricane 

season.   

Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $90.61 $90.03 0.64%

WTI $83.68 $82.82 1.04%

Natural Gas $5.70 $5.75 -0.87%

Crack Spread $43.17 $44.20 -2.33%

12-mo strip crack $33.51 $34.50 -2.87%

Ethanol rack $2.69 $2.68 0.06%

Metals

Gold $1,633.70 $1,652.22 -1.12%

Silver $18.42 $18.74 -1.68%

Copper contract $331.80 $336.20 -1.31%

Grains

Corn contract $677.25 $681.00 -0.55%

Wheat contract $855.25 $849.50 0.68%

Soybeans contract $1,361.00 $1,372.00 -0.80%

Shipping

Baltic Dry Freight 1,875            1,843            32

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) 2.5

Gasoline (mb) -2.0

Distillates (mb) -2.0

Refinery run rates (%) -0.40%

Natural gas (bcf) 103

Energy Markets

DOE Inventory Report
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Data Section 
 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 10/18/2022 close) 
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(Source: Bloomberg) 
 

These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return. Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  
 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 10/18/2022 close) 
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Source: Bloomberg

 
 

Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index), Value (S&P 500 Value), Growth 

(S&P 500 Growth). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily. The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 

 

October 13, 2022 
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P/E as of 10/12/2022 = 17.6x

 
 

Based on our methodology,1 the current P/E is 17.6x, down 0.2x from last week.  Falling index 

values led to the decline in the multiple. 
 

 

This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

 
1 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes two actual quarters (Q1 and Q2) and two estimates (Q3 and Q4). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process? 
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


